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Globo Chair

Natura • AZ-2030820 
EAN 4030454002516

Terracotta • AZ-2030830 
EAN 4030454004220

Verde • AZ-2030814 
EAN 4030454006927

Taupe • AZ-2030812 
EAN 4030454006514

Anthracite • AZ-2030808 
EAN 4030454006484

NEW
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Globo Chair

A hanging chair of quality, made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes it  
particularly stable and secure.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The fabric covers 
in the colours natura and terracotta are made of pure cotton. The covers in the colours verde, taupe and anthracite are 
made from Agora material. These are just as soft as cotton, and they are also extremely durable, highly light-resistant (light 
fastness 7/8) and weatherproof. Moreover they are water-repellent, proof against mildew, insensitive to dirt and easy to 
clean.

Comes with 1 spiral spring. Globo Chair can be combined with the Globo Stand frame (not included in the delivery 
specifications). 

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.
AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover (natura/terracotta): 100 % cotton 
    Cushion - cover (anthracite/taupe/verde): 100 % solution dyed acrylic
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Recom. hanging height:   at least 175 cm
- Can be combined with:  Frames: Globo Stand
    Accessories: Globo Cover, Tavolino, Power Hook, Smartrope, Jumbo, Swivel
- Customs tariff number:   94018000000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1200 x 800 x 250 mm
- Pallet:    contains 9 Globo Chair

ca. 121 x 118 x 69 cm max. 120 kg ca. 18,4 kg
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